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Presents current, state of the art methods, tools and research in the design
and operation of open data infrastructures and portals
Provides best practices and standardization for achieving robustness,
expressive power, interoperability, scalability and new user experiences in
open data solutions
Serves as a strong supporting text for postgraduate and graduate studies in
data analytics, big data, open data, open government, eParticipation and
eDemocracy
This book discusses the latest developments in the field of open data. The opening of data by
public organizations has the potential to improve the public sector, inspire business innovation,
and establish transparency. With this potential comes unique challenges; these developments
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impact the operation of governments as well as their relationship with private sector
enterprises and society. Changes at the technical, organizational, managerial, and political level
are taking place, which, in turn, impact policy-making and traditional institutional structures.
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and approaches for more efficient data sharing policies, practices, and further research. Topics
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cycle, open data policies, organizational issues, interoperability, infrastructure, business models,
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discussed include an introduction to open data, the open data landscape, the open data life
open data portal evaluation, and research directions, best practices, and guidelines. Written to
address different perspectives, this book will be of equal interest to students and researchers,
ICT industry staff, practitioners, policy makers and public servants.
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